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ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to present the structure of a methodological procedure for the specialized text mining through specific keywords applicable to different LSP- text typologies in specialized areas, where the use of a foreign language is unusual. These specific keywords allow those experts in these disciplines - without a deep knowledge of foreign language - to determine a set of informational contents of the mined texts which provide the experts with a better contextualized conceptual understanding of LSP- documentation of their disciplines.
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INTRODUCTION

According to the research carried out on cognitive autonomy and reading literacy [1], readers of specialized fields (the most, postgraduate students) claimed that their level of appropriation of a foreign language was weak, because they don’t have the ability to determine keywords derived of a concept system that allow them to build textual relationships in order to understand a text in a foreign language.

Therefore, they had to resort to the use of dictionaries to try to understand the corresponding conceptualization. In addition, these readers were unaware of use
appropriate search engines to select the right document of the conceptual definition or the specific keywords necessaries to make an effective text mining in order to classify the specialized texts they needed. In that case, the benefits of a digital interactive text mining for reading are reduced.

In the same way, as one result of the project Terminological Thesaurus in Translation and Interpretation Terminology 'TETIT' [2], it was ratified that at the students researchers level was necessary to have a concept system of keywords, in order to complete a text mining based on the facets that shape the thesaurus as a basic tool for the specialized search procedure. In particular, for those who need the help of keywords as a starting point for your specialized documentary research, it is a great help.

Similarly, for the second phase of the Forensics Project [3], where five specialized subareas were determinate from a wide corpus of documents in Spanish, the difficulties to correlate the definitions in the contexts in which the terms endorsing the specific concept in the two foreign languages (English and French) in which the research was also carried out, was further revealed. Both languages were worked in parallel to the Spanish concept system, for this reason the team of co-researchers was settled by translators and terminologists for whom the procedure to demarcate the corresponding definitions and apply keywords to an LSP-text mining field in those foreign languages, it means in a complex corpus of documentation in those foreign languages, was an every-day-work.

In the case of Social Circus [4], the determination and finding of equivalents in five languages (French, English, Spanish, Portuguese and Russian) had the same difficulty: to identify the specialized keywords for text mining in a parallel work about the concept definitions in these five languages at the same time. Therefore, the researchers were called to set a specialized scientific terminological work for solving this problem.

In all these processes, one of the research question was how to establish specific keywords for LSP-texts mining in particular subject fields for special expert groups, not only with a basic level of foreign language knowledge, but also with a wide competence in their LSP disciplinary research field.

In this order of ideas, it determines the methodological strategies which lead the search for the readers (researchers) with limited knowledge of a foreign language for the construction of a concept system. The keywords were précised according to their disciplinary necessity for the text mining process.
THEORETICAL SUPPORT- METHODOLOGY

All the applied procedures in these case studies were developed based on WIKO-Model [5], COLTERM methodologies [6] and cognitive processes in order to achieve definitions and their equivalents and to determinate the precise concept systems for LSP-text mining in particular subject fields. The concepts that guide the methodology are the result of another of our research. This allows them to dial with a specific conceptual parameter in the terminological analysis in context.

Our research’s theoretical starting point of the underpinning terminology theory must be understood as an organizational focus of expertise constituted by conceptual units that make up the subject field or discipline in every spoken or written process. The terminology in the context of a foreign language must be seen as an additional tool in the learning of that language, which improves the acquisition basis and gives the possibility to elaborate and acquire new knowledge [7]. In addition, one of the most important aspects is to consider each concept definition through its specific diachronical tracking [8]. Budin defines terminology as an epistemic, informational, communicative system from a specific discipline that confirms the principles of determinate concept organization based on pragmatic criteria (functions, goals and purposes), and in which the terminology unit, as a relationship of correspondence between concepts and representation, is the primary unit of reference [5].

Other important point in this study is the terminological analysis for text mining through specific keywords. For the Research Group for Terminology and Translation -GITT terminological analysis is “the procedure used to argue about informational relations on a field of specific knowledge. It consists of decomposed the concept, as object of knowledge, into a contextualized statement configured by the specific characteristics using the object definition to delimited them from other concepts or terms”. In fact, it contains conceptual resources that allow establishing relationships between concepts to build conceptual schemes or corresponding ontologies which, in turn, are guided by the default keywords in their thinking. The above permits the directed text mining for obtaining secure results according to the needs of the expert.

In this point, it is important to take into account the onomasiological approach of the terminology production in each knowledge field, which also will allow the application of strategies for integrated multilingual content development and terminological knowledge management in academic digital environments, as it was ratified by Púlgarín, Plested [1]. Therefore, the terminological analysis permits the selection of the most relevant content or context at the time of the construction of knowledge by the expert. Concerning terminology as a specialized tool, we consider that achieving a specialized text mining through specific keywords, it is an important part that integrates prior knowledge with a new one. In fact, it contains conceptual resources
that allow establishing relationships between concepts to build conceptual schemes or corresponding ontologies which, in turn, are guided by the keywords that the experts could determine. The above permits the directed text mining for obtaining secure results according to the needs of the expert. Because of an excessive information access and the implementation of digital literacy, the experts don't know how to reach the information they need, they feel lost. [1], [3]. Hypermedia and interactivity makes that readers in specialized fields distort their reading, due to the specialized contexts. In turn, this specialized context is essential to read in a foreign language for specific purpose and to select a relevant specific knowledge corpus in their work field [5]. When reading an analogue text in a foreign language, certain specific contexts are options for the access to a better understanding.

Fig. 1. Reading Strategies in a Foreign Language (Pulgarin, Plested 2012, p. 13)

According to the above, the specialized readers require establishing strategies that enable qualify these skills to read analog formats. However, a reading proficiency in digital media such as videos would be remedied by an efficient key words concept mining [4]. González [7] supports that “an autonomous model is based on a methodology of independent learning in which the learner applies their academic experiences along with the theoretical and practical foundation that has received from teachers”. Consequently, the WIKO modeling [2] and the mining theory in specific subject fields allowed the development of methodological procedures and search strategies derived from the LSP – Methodological Matrix [9], applicable to each LSP-discipline.

This is also based on the analysis of specialized terminological contexts [10], [6] as well as from some methodological applications supported on cognitive autonomy and reading competence of specialized texts. Therefore, Pulgarin and Plested [1] consider that the issue of understanding is made more complex because of the reader lacks of appropriate methods to read different texts and to limit the access to specialized documents in a foreign language. In addition, the reader does not have strategies to find that kind of specialized information or the necessary autonomy to produce new learning about keywords for text mining starting from what she/he is reading. Since the saturation of information delimits the efficiency of what is relevant in terms in
contexts and for specialized expert search. In this case, Cassany [11] proposes that there are new communicative practices which emerge in everyday interaction and constitute the permanent flow of information; it means, modern structures, namely, Hypertext and Intertextuality [5], [11] are the new ways of records and particular linguistic forms, therefore, also increase the cognitive processes involved in the interaction, reading or writing for which dare to be significant changes in the culture and ways of thinking of the societies [12] (expansion of democracy, increased capacity of communication and liberties, etc.).

Extrapolating Coiro [13] in different studies of context school has ratified changes in the cognitive processes that have produced new forms of communication challenges in the ways of interpreting. In his studies of American school contexts, he has managed to determine that there are notable differences in the processes that people develop to understand a text in an analog context with respect to the digital context.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The analysis procedure and methodology for projects studied have followed specific steps:

1. Selection of bibliographical sources, as corpus, for tracking
2. Tracking and terminology compilation
3. Search for conceptual equivalences in Spanish, English and French
4. Selection and terminological comparison in at least these three languages
5. Precision of the findings and relationships between the terms in context
6. Terminological register in the database Multiterm of Trados using the COLTERM format
7. Verification of the use of key words in the specific text mining.

Besides, the following COLTERM methodology [6] can be used as the axe point of the text mining:

![Figure 2. Methodology for Terminology Work (Source: Díaz, 2007, p. 114)](image-url)
The above methodological procedure for terminology work can be used by researchers, experts, teachers and students of a specific field in order to determine the necessary keywords for specialized knowledge extraction and conceptual precision in contexts through text mining and applying autonomous reading strategies in foreign language [1], [13].

As final step after the end of the research project it’s useful to develop a ‘Validation Workshop’ with recognized experts of the specific field [14].

These steps were applied in all of the following studied projects:

**Análisis diacrónico de los conceptos: “definición, concepto, análisis terminológico y rastreo terminológico”. Hacia una precisión conceptual en Colombia:** The result of this project allowed the conceptual path for the entire analysis process in all other projects; i.e., the definitions of those concepts are the guide for the entire study of the documentation that was collected as corpus for each project. Similarly, it served to analyses the contexts and definitions of other concepts needed in every field of studied knowledge in order to determinate the key words that should be used by experts for information retrieval [8].

**‘TETIT’**: The first part of this project reflects the documental and terminological dimension with alphabetical and hierarchical order, and the second part shows the terminological and documentary results with thematic development of the contextualized terms in the COLTERM format. For the terms treatment a process in stages has been used:

a) Analysis of the relevance of each term in relation to the thesaurus
b) Selection of synonyms and quasi-synonyms in context
c) Location of the term in the corresponding sub-facet. This point is of great importance for the analysis, because a term may belong to two or more facets, therefore you must take the right decision to locate it in the facet of greater degree of relationship, although within our Thesaurus, it was studied the possibility of placing a term in several facets if necessary [2].

From this project was derived a thesaurus about translation and interpretation. This thesaurus contains the initial proposal and an additional database in COLTERM format.

**Conceptualización Metodológica en Clínica Forense: análisis de inconsistencias y ambigüedades (Forensics project):** The corpus of the studied areas of knowledge allowed determining disciplinary actions and to revise cognitive understanding difficulties in highly specialized thematic contexts. According to the terminology and the resultant concept systems as a basis for the determination of the specialized ontology to specify the keywords, allowing the group of experts to perform an adequate text mining [3].
Determining an ontology according to the particular needs of the readers-researchers to promote processes of understanding in specific fields of knowledge, requires a high level of cognitive autonomy, because readers-researchers must be able to establish relevant metadata encouraging the understanding in context of the texts that dealt with. From this project we have obtained a terminological database in three languages: Spanish, English and French with definitions and contexts, all of these were extracted from originals documents from each language.

**Social Circus of the Cirque du Soleil, Montréal Canada:** From this project, the translation in five languages of the Basic Techniques in Circus Arts (TBAC) and of the Social Worker’s Guide (in Social circus) has permitted to create the first lexicons and glossaries in Circus Arts and Social Circus built on a harmonized conceptual basis [4].

These TBAC and Social Worker’s Guide’s lexicon and glossary, with more than 300 terms in five languages (French, English, Spanish, Portuguese and Russian), is serving as a multidisciplinary tool that is used not only in the circus and social area
but also in the area of sports. Besides, it offers definitions to the terminology of the social circus, as it is used by Cirque du Soleil. These definitions ensure a common understanding of the terms and expressions resulting from the set of documents on social circus of Cirque du Soleil. Both, lexicons and glossaries, are spread through the platform Box, which is used by more of 400 organizations involved in social circus, and its aim is to share information and specialized knowledge in this area [14].

![Figure 5. Screen from TBAC’s glossary with definitions. (Source: Díaz, 2013)](image)

CONCLUSIONS

The application of COLTERM methodology for terminological work combine with reading strategies allow a better use of text mining in order to obtain specialized keywords by experts, students or researchers, which knowledge in foreign language was weak. This improved their own research work.

These terminology analyses have permitted effective transfer of knowledge in order to have a harmonized and effective communication among peers.

The production of specialized glossaries and lexicons favors the creation of an interdisciplinary awareness and scientific community. All the processes in the projects were corroborated through workshops of autonomous learning.

The specialized text mining through specific keywords allow experts in different subject fields to determine a set of informational contents which provide them with a better contextualized conceptual understanding of LSP-documentation of their disciplines.
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